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Nicholas J. Fuentes @NickJFuentes · Mar 15
I love Israel can i have my show back now

24 93 1.1K

Show this thread

RivalThoughts @RivalThoughts2 · Mar 15
If we’re blaming anyone except the shooter, we should blame those who promote ethnic displacement via mass immigration.

You destroy communities, create ethnic strife & then wag your finger when mentally unstable react to the situation you created.

#NewZealandShooting #Pewdiepie
New Zealand is a sickenng tragedy. My heart goes out to all those suffering. When will this insane terrorism end...

San Bernardino, Pulse Nightclub, Bataclan theatre, Charlie Hebdo, Bastille Day, Madrid, London, Glasgow Airport, Milan, Ft Hood, Brussels, Berlin, 9/11...

We must be willing to fight for the right of all Americans to express their views, even when we disagree with them. We must encourage unfettered discussion of public issues and stand united to stop Facebook and others from attempting to censor/stifle/influence public debate.

Remember: Christchurch changes NOTHING. This is all part of a longer set of collective social trends in the looming decades ahead. If anyone brings it up, simply respond with the Rotherham grooming gangs, or the 90 French citizens in Nice. Whatever they sling, return the favor...

"A Christian living in a majority Muslim country is 143 times more likely to be killed by a Muslim for being a Christian than a Muslim is likely to be killed by a non-Muslim in a Western country for being what he is." /2

Just heard news of the devastating reports from New Zealand Christchurch. I feel absolutely sickened having my name uttered by this person. My heart and thoughts go out to the victims, families and everyone affected by this tragedy.

This dude is legit. Never defend, always offense.
Senator Fraser Anning @fraser_an... The real cause of bloodshed on New Zea... allowed Muslim fanatics to migrate to New Zealand in the first place.

2.2K  229  547

Senator Fraser Anning @fraser_... Today’s shootings in Christchurch growing fears within our comm... Australia and New Zealand over the Muslim presence.

926  191  351

Senator Fraser Anning @fraser_... 28m. Karl: People if there were a lot of people firing away from the left and some from the right, what would happen?

452  121  307

Senator Fraser Anning @fraser_... 28m. Mordecai: I don’t think there’s really much difference between the left and the right.

413  145  405

Mordecai McFly Retweeted Andrew Yang @AndrewYangVFA · Mar 15

Strong men treat women well.

422  2.0K  10K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted NumbersUSA @NumbersUSA · Mar 15

The special interests asking for more employment-based visas whose holders displace American workers or deny jobs to unemployed or under-employed Americans are lobbying President Trump to shift away from the campaign vows that got him elected.

18  90  104

Implicit Eli @MartianHoplite · Mar 15

Johnathan Boone @JohnBoone88Mins

My heart goes out to the white community of Christchurch NZ who will no doubt
face bigoted, anti-white backlash in the wake of a horrible event perpetrated by a lone, self-radicalized individual.

10:48 PM · Mar 14, 2019 · Twitter Web Client

4 Retweets 18 Likes

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Zero HP Lovecraft @0x49fa98 · Mar 14
People are thinking too small these days. What would you do if you had a BILLION dollars? (other than 2 chicks at the same time, obv) Small amounts of money are only enough to buy hedonic tickets to oblivion; a truly rich man can buy a camel a trip through the eye of a needle

10 Retweets 31 Likes 157 Retweets
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Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Latter-day Senpai @solutreandream1 · Mar 13
Predictions for April Conference:
Nelson will talk about the Jews.
Oaks will talk about the Word of Wisdom.
Eyring will quote my Twitter account while talking about DezNat.
Ballard will talk about falling birthrates.
Holland will talk about establishing Zion wherever we are.

2 Retweets 1 Like 8 Retweets

Show this thread

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Tulsi Gabbard @TulsiGabbard · Mar 12
Say NO to the costly interventionist wars that have cost us trillions of dollars. We must reinvest those trillions of dollars in the needs of the American people.
#Tulsi2020 #TulsiGabbard #TulsiforPresident #StephenColbert #CBS #SayNoToWars #LSSC
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · Mar 11

Rusty The Clown™ @HussellJames · Mar 11

Replying to @JFariepy

JF is confirmed Yang Gang

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Auto @vapidcontent · Mar 11

Trump looked disgusting--nipples protruding--in his white shirt in front of the American people, very very disrespectful
Today in the White House.
Forget him. I'm offering $1500 a month and two girlfriends provided by the state, or country of your choosing. BUT ONLY FOR GAMERS

Roosh @rooshv
I'm thinking of running for President in 2020. My platform will be $1000 a month cash and a girlfriend provided by the state. Foreign women of normal weight can volunteer to participate in the girlfriend program. Service guarantees citizenship.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
AMERICAN IDENTITY MOVEMENT @AIM_America · Mar 10
DEFEND AMERICA!

Led by @PatrickCaseyUSA, American Identity Movement activists demonstrated today outside the Tennessee State Capitol against mass immigration, demographic change, and the globalist ruling class that threatens our nation.

102 631 1.7K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Yang Gang @YangGangFanClub · Mar 10
Focus on the money.

#YangGang
Patrick Casey @PatrickCaseyUSA · Mar 5
Hey @AndrewYangVFA, what are your positions on
- Israel (particularly foreign aid thereto)
- Illegal immigration
- Student loan debt

Ryan James Girdusky @RyanGirdusky · Mar 3
It is your patriotic responsibility as a Trump supporter to boo him at rallies when he talks about bringing in new workers. It will cause him to turn on the staff who pressing him to break his campaign promises

regan @eganpence · Feb 17
Some of the many paradoxes I’ve observed in LDS culture: a thread.

Steve Sailer @Steve_Sailer · Feb 23
Instead of the people electing a new government, the government is electing a new people.

John Binder @JxhnBinder
Latest analysis by Ronald Brownstein: Democrats winning 90% of House seats where foreign-born residents make up more than 14% of the district. breitbart.com/politics/2019/...
The European Man @TheEuropeanMan1 · Feb 23
A suicidal altruism haunts our people. Conditioned to hate ourselves and seek empty praise, we devote our present to ensuring another people’s future. Until we learn to love and celebrate our people, we have little chance of survival.

4H00TER @incelvis · Feb 23
Here’s a song I wrote about my cat like a year ago. I never released it because it didn’t really fit the “school shooter” brand

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · Feb 22
Whiny brats BTFO
Wtf I love @SenFeinstein now

Sunrise Movement @sunrisemvmt
This is how @SenFeinstein reacted to children asking her to support the #GreenNewDeal resolution -- with smugness + disrespect...

Mister Kad Mr_Kaddington · Feb 14
We have a new weapon
Mike Pejićinović Fan Acct @MikePfanAccount · Feb 13
424-0 for a non issue. This is like the kind of bullshit that Stalinist regimes do.

CSPAN @cspan
Motion to recommit
@RepDavidKustoff: “It is in the national security interest of the United States to combat anti-Semitism around the...”

Show this thread

White Woman @prowhiteheather · Feb 13
This is so special to me. The Mormon church takes an active and unapologetic stand against degeneracy. We are a misunderstood people who cherish family and charity above all. Thank you to @PatrickCaseyUSA for doing this! So many LDS members are white.

Patrick Casey @PatrickCaseyUSA
DEFEND UTAH!
Identity Evrope activists demonstrated at This Is The Place Heritage Park in support of nationalism, and in opposi...

The Onion @TheOnion · Feb 9
Southern Poverty Law Center Admits They Have No Idea How Dannon Yogurt Company Got On Annual List Of Hate Groups trib.al/bclZrTu

I'm not a fan of social policies that encourage our population to become more r-selected. Our people will have more children when we raise wages by tightening
the labor market by deporting all noncitizens.

Angelo John Gage @AngeloJohnGage
A policy the entire west needs to implement in order to reverse its declining birthrate.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Latter-day Senpai @solutreandream1 · Feb 12
Having reaffirmed the existence of inertia to my lying eyes, the other arguments began to fall apart.
Still, people believed it, so I started wondering if it was compatible with the scriptures. It doesn’t seem compatible with the Book of Mormon (Alma 30:44 and Helaman 12:15).

Show this thread

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Steph @steph93065 · Feb 12
I want to deport every illegal alien currently living in the United States and I want to turn newcomers around as they cross the border.

#BuildTheWall

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
femininity @purefembeauty · Feb 12
Vogue in Iran, 1969
Photographed by Henry Clarke
Our future depends on waking our people up to the movement against us, and getting that message into the mainstream.

This is a good, good sign.

Have American universities become breeding grounds for anti-white hate?

By Todd Starnes | Fox News

Rebecca Green is designated as a player hater by the New Century Foundation

White nationalist group rallies at the University of Utah with an anti-immigrant banner. Identity Evropa is based in Virginia and is designated as a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center sltrib.com/news/education...

This is why the right loses. They always cave to leftist outrage. The left hardly ever caves.

The one time the right refused to cave (Kavanaugh), they won.

Have they learned nothing?
Trump Calls For Rep. Omar To Resign As Conservatives Fume Over ...

"I think she should either resign from congress or she should certainly resign from the House Foreign Affairs Committee..."

zohedge.com

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Virginia Dare @vdare · Feb 12

gamers rise up twitter.com/JacobAWohl/sta...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

NumbersUSA @NumbersUSA · Feb 11

50 million people in the U.S. between the ages of 18-64 are not in the labor force.

Show this thread

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Partisangirl @Partisangirl · Feb 11

Look at this video of US Congress giving multiple standing ovations to Netanyahu in context of Ilhan Omar’s statement.

If money isn’t how AIPAC got this uniform overzealous support for Israel, then they must be using fear.

Partisangirl @Partisangirl

I edited Netanyahu’s speech to Congress to include only the applause; there was 17 minutes of it. First one to stop clapping is an anti-semite. #Jersusalem #JersalemEmbassy

Patrick Case @PatrickCaseUSA · Feb 11

You’re right, the threat of idiots didn’t stop me from climbing a mountain and dropping a banner—thank you for appreciating my efforts.

EAGLE @27kobe

Idiots are a threat too but that’s not stopping you from climbing a mountain covered in a foot of snow to lay out a very misguided banner twitter.com/PatrickCaseUS...
Patrick Casey @PatrickCaseyUSA · Feb 11
"Patrick Casey, who identifies himself as the executive director of Identity Evropa, said members wanted “to let the university — and the world — know that we will NOT be stopped.”

White nationalist group rallies at the University of ...
archived 12 Feb 2019 00:10:51 UTC
archive.is
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Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Tulsi Gabbard @TulsiGabbard · Feb 11
Wall Street banks, big tech companies, and overreaching intelligence agencies: Stealing our money, privacy, and freedom.

281 1.6K 4.4K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
CNBC @CNBC · Feb 11
Reddit users are the least valuable of any social network
Reddit users are the least valuable of any social network
At its latest valuation of $3 billion, Reddit’s 330 million monthly active users are valued much lower than those on other social networks.
cnbc.com

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
The Onion @TheOnion · Feb 11
Ilhan Omar Thankful For Colleagues Educating Her On Painful History AIPAC Lobbyists Have Had To Endure trib.al/4MJs1o

Ilhan Omar

Jay Lorenz @LorenzFTN · Feb 10
This is the logical conclusion of US abortion law. If the mother can’t be held criminally liable for killing the unborn baby, then neither can anyone else twitter.com/FoxNewsle/stat...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Nicholas J. Fuentes @NickJFuentes · Feb 10
This account stans Ilhan Omar now

PTSDGuts @PTSDGuts · Feb 9
Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Mike Pejičinović Fan Acct @MikePFanAccount · Feb 10
Ilhan Omar’s brown privilege is about to run right up against a brick wall. Perhaps she fooled herself into thinking she had real power because she could shit all over white people with impunity. The real boss is about to show her what’s what.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
J.P. Bellum @JPBellum · Feb 8
Hey look at this totally non violence threatening meme using symbolism and imagery as a humorous take on the purpose of #DezNat.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
The Plagiarist @acinidepepe · Feb 9
Replying to @acinidepepe @PatrickCaseyIE
You probably heard the Mayor’s little thing over the intercom at the airport. Diversity, tech, modern art, and wine tasting?? Really. That’s what they want to be? I don’t recommend coming to Utah if you’re a hedonist. Don’t have much to offer you. We don’t want you either.
Identity Evropa activists dropped a banner in Salt Lake City today with the message: “Make America Beautiful Again.”

As identitarians, we understand that our nation’s environment should be cherished and preserved, rather than destroyed by big business and mass immigration.

In September 2018, the University of Utah issued a statement condemning Identity Evropa over a few flyers.

Today, IE activists hiked the Block U with a massive banner that read “END IMMIGRATION” to let the university – and the world – know that we will NOT be stopped!
Identity Evropa activists demonstrated at This Is The Place Heritage Park in support of nationalism, and in opposition to globalism, progressivism, and neoliberalism!

(Salt Lake City, Utah)
Scott Greer @ScottMGreer · 9 Dec 2018
We've gotta ditch the "leftists are the new Puritans!" meme.

1) Puritans were based and we shouldn't insult their memory

2) The Left is fine with the adult content. They just want to ban right-wing thought, similar to other historical movements not called Puritanism

Tim Pool @Timcast
If you would have told me 10 years ago that the internet would fall to religious puritanism from the left I would have laughed

But yea, dogmatic ideology rules social media, adult content is banned,...

Cocoa_Bean @Cocoa_Bean10 · 9 Dec 2018
What reason is there 2 smash this old protester 2 the ground? Yellow Vests R French citizens like the LEOS, fed up with the destruction of their culture & pride. These R not the usual French LEOS; Who R they? French-Turks? French-Moroccans?

Just Scarlett’s thoughts and random writings @PetiteScarlett
Replying to @PetiteScarlett @aalanasir and 2 others
contributions: Shirley Jackson invented touch-tone phone, caller ID, Fiber Optic cable. She wasn't white. Garret Morgan invented the original gas mask, modified stop lights to their current form. Also not white. Lisa Gelptor: the white savior story.
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 24 Nov 2018
Holy fuck A+ thread twitter.com/roosiv/status/...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Virginia Dare @vdare · 21 Nov 2018
Rise and grind, kings.

Anne of the West @Western-Annie · 17 Nov 2018
Stay alert, guys.
Show this thread

@USUprising · 20 Nov 2018
Why would Americans, the nation that defeated Germany, need a "dose of German guilt," unless...

...unless White Guilt is a tool of J*****wish overlords to control a population.

@AnnCoulter · 19 Nov 2018
HUNDREDS of illegals surged into Yuma, Arizona in 2 days last week. We're paying to detain feed & house them. Thanks, Trump! Thanks, GOP!
bit.ly/2qLEV01
Rupert the Thousandaire @RupertVonRipp · 16 Nov 2018
Replying to @MikeFFanAccount
I demand they give Ethnarch a press pass.

Only In Asia @Crazyinnasia · 1 Nov 2018
I got you a coffee. 😊

Jonatán (Nine Trey Yangsters) @JonatanThree · 12 Nov 2018
hey xHamster
s*ck my f*cking d*ck

Mordecai @fashyScience · 15 Nov 2018
Will not be going back to @AuroraTheatre. Did not appreciate the "white guy has a small pee pee" joke in the first half. Can we keep the poz out of a Christmas musical please? #ATCanteen2018

Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter · 12 Nov 2018
90+% of the deaths were of each country's strongest & bravest men. Today's Europeans are disproportionately descended from the Eunuchs who didn't fight.

Lukas Trakimavicius @LukasTrak
This is an excellent chart illustrating the number of
It sure does look suspicious that they never “find” Republican votes. There is a history of ballot rigging and #VoteFraud by the woman in charge of counting, #BrendaSnipes. It’s about time that she be investigated and arrested if any fraud.
Donald J. Trump 🚨 @realDonaldTrump · 9 Nov 2018
As soon as Democrats sent their best Election stealing lawyer, Marc Elias, to Broward County they miraculously started finding Democrat votes. Don't worry, Florida - I am sending much better lawyers to expose the FRAUD!

Donald J. Trump 🚨 @realDonaldTrump · 9 Nov 2018
You mean they are just now finding votes in Florida and Georgia – but the Election was on Tuesday? Let’s blame the Russians and demand an immediate apology from President Putin!

Patrick Casey 🚨 @PatrickCaseyUSA · 17 Oct 2018
It appears that @slpng_giants can’t find an intern remotely familiar with internet culture—embarrassing stuff, terrible content!

Patrick Casey @PatrickCaseyIE · 14m
Do you feel in charge?

Sleeping Giants 🚨 @slpng_giants · 12m
What does that even mean? In charge of what?

Hirsty 🚨 @TheHirsty · 29 Sep 2018
“What’s your Twitter account”

Quigs

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 27 Sep 2018
I, even I, find myself caught in the neoliberal delusion that corporations are of the free market. Adrian Sol brilliantly explains that's wrong
(After voting, please retweet to get a wide sampling - thanks.)

Do you want Brett Kavanaugh on the Supreme Court?

Please retweet and share your #BoerTestimony. We have to get the truth out there about #FarmMurders and expropriation of land in #SouthAfrica. I pray that these messages will reach the international community and president @realDoanldTramp 🇿🇦❤️
I wrote a comic about Bing

that's retarded.

Ibex standing on a chimney at Merlet, above the Chamonix Valley in the Haute-Savoie, France.
**Most Of Us Are Trying To Date 'Out Of Our League,' New Study Sugg...**

Turns out dating "leagues" exist, but they're not as fixed as you'd think.

huffpost.com

---

**Outsiderness @Outsideness · 26 Aug 2018**

"Adoptive parents are disproportionately white. Adopted children are not." -- Best not to think too deeply about that.

---

**America Soured on My Multiracial Family**

When my wife and I adopted our daughter from Ethiopia in 2010, we did so full of hope. In the years since, we’ve faced ugliness that has robbed us of...

theatlantic.com

---

**SillyFunnyReposting @harharstrip · 13 Aug 2018**

Goodnight, Richard
Joe Biggs @Rambobiggs · 25 Aug 2018
I will proudly go fight in South Africa with my brothers and sisters who are having their land stolen. This is a worthy war for America

Danie Barnard @DaanBarnard · 27 Aug 2018
A message to the international community from a boer in #SouthAfrica the reality of our situation. Please RT. #FarmMurders #SouthAfrica

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · 26 Aug 2018
Only CNN could write a sympathetic human interest story about a bunch of terrorists training children to become school shooters.
GrrrGraphics Cartoons @GrrrGraphics - 26 Aug 2018
Remember the same #FakeNewsMedia that is praising #JohnMcCain today - hated him and destroyed him in 2008 - They changed their tune because... Drum roll...
He lost to #Obama and hated #Trump, #FakeTributes and #hypocrisy #Flashback nypost.com/2008/09/14/mac...

Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter - 23 Aug 2018
Actually, the Dutch (Afrikaners) we're there first.
KING TRAPA @KINGTRAPA
The land in South Africa belongs to black people they are the native owner and not white people. They stole it and they need to go back to their respective countries. Africa is for black people. PERIOD #LandExpropriation
Show this thread
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Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Bassem @BBassem7 · 25 Aug 2018
Map of countries where McCain had called for US military intervention
This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

62 1.5K 2.5K
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Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Joe Millionaire @illbeagoodboy · 25 Aug 2018
Favorite John McCain moment?

73 783 1.1K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Katie Hopkins @KTHopkins · 23 Aug 2018
Marietta is a white farmer in South Africa. She was attacked by black gangs, who shot her in the face and blew away her jaw. Now hairs from the skin graft on her leg, grow inside her mouth. This is the plight of our white sisters. plaasmoorde

The Rebel

560 5.9K 6.8K

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 23 Aug 2018
Europeans spent 400 years killing each other over the dumbest little differences between Catholicism and Protestantism, and then let all the fucking Muslims in
Ian Miles Cheong 🌐 @stillgray - 22 Aug 2018

These are the people in charge of your child's cartoon programming.

(Hint: Get your kids off the TV, have them read books instead.)

Dan the BEGOMer 🌐 @DFourtree - 23 Aug 2018

Replying to @ClarkeMicah

Well look at what SA has become. We're 24 years out and they've reduced a highly developed and successful nation into a near failed state hell hole. Now they are trying to genocider the people who feed the country. It makes me wonder Mr. Hitchens, if it was all that bad.

The White House 🌐 @WhiteHouse - 22 Aug 2018

For 34 days, investigators searched for 20-year-old Mollie Tibbetts. Yesterday, an illegal alien, now charged with first-degree murder, led police to the cornfield where her body was found.

The Tibbetts family has been permanently separated. They are not alone.
**UNKNOWN INDIVIDUALS**

Threatening Statements
Washington, D.C. August 2018

*Replies via Twitter does not constitute notification. Call (833-225-7753) if you have information.

513 11K 7.8K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

**Center for Immigration Studies @CIS_org** - 22 Aug 2018

An 18-year-old DACA student named Sergio Salazar was at his bond hearing for threatening to make bombs while protesting ICE.

His lawyers were going to ask for a $1,500 bail so he could go free.

That is, until ICE lawyers produced 21 pages of his tweets.

**After Reviewing FBI Evidence, Lawyers for Suspect...**
It is important for the public to know about cases like this to shed light on emerging homeland threats such as a new kind of anti-government extremism targeting our p...

cis.org

41 713 1.2K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

**Things White Folks Like @Things4WhitePpl** - 20 Aug 2018

Not being afraid to die

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

48 3.9K 13K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

**Jennifer @jenniferlee_75** - 22 Aug 2018

Tattoo types from around the world.
Donald J. Trump  @realDonaldTrump  22 Aug 2018

I've updated my stacked bar chart examples to fetch data directly from the U.S. Census API, which is great!

Mike Bostock  @mbostock  22 Aug 2018

Stacked Horizontal Bar Chart
An Observable notebook by D3.
observablehq.com

Josh McCabe  @JoshuaTM McCabe  21 Aug 2018

If you hear someone talk about stagnating wages at the bottom of the income distribution and they attribute it to some uniquely American policy, do them a favor and remind them we see the same trend across pretty much every OECD country.
Show this thread

@westland_will · 21 Aug 2018
When you've been brainwashed from birth to hate your own race leaving you completely vulnerable to foreign predators.

I hate white people

@SikhProf
For anyone wondering who to thank for the election of Senator Doug Jones.

Show this thread

WATCH: Elizabeth Warren Defends Illegals When Asked About Mollie Tibbetts Murder

Open borders kill.

bigleaguepolitics.com
President Trump was trying to protect you all this time

MSNBC contributor suggests that an illegal alien murdering Mollie Tibbetts is no big deal, says she’s just a “girl in Iowa.”

4 people were in court for having RAPED a mentally handicapped girl. There was even DNA evidence.

They have now all been FREED by the court because it “couldn’t be proved” that they knew the girl was mentally handicapped.

WHAT’S GOING ON😭😭😭

This little girl is Russian.

It’s not hard to see why both the Neo-Cons and Democrats are foaming at the mouth for a war between the US and Russia.

Gentiles slaughtering Gentiles. Whites and assorted vibrations slaughtering White Russians... Christians.

It’s no different to WW2.
good boy doesn't let a fight break out 😊
It's time to talk to your Boomer Parent or Grandparent about Modernism.

Kris Kobach, a strong and early supporter of mine, is running for Governor of the Great State of Kansas. He is a fantastic guy who loves his State and our Country - he will be a GREAT Governor and has my full & total Endorsement! Strong on Crime, Border & Military. VOTE TUESDAY!

I would be willing to “shut down” government if the Democrats do not give us the votes for Border Security, which includes the Wall! Must get rid of Lottery Catch
Votes for border security, which includes the Wall; most get me out of Deport, Catch & Release etc. and finally go to system of Immigration based on MERIT! We need great people coming into our Country!

Bob Wilson @wfsdksdkl · 1 Jul 2018
Replying to @telepastor @WeWuzMetokur
The hater had a pipe and was welding it in the safe mans space. Cover your eyes at your own parrel - you could be next. Haters hate. Thank god there are fighters willing to protect you from them.

SillyFunnyReposting @harharstrips · 21 Jun 2018

BallsThatClank @BallsThatClank · 19 Jun 2018
Don't you call me that nasty W word #PeopleOfLight #PoL

Please don't call us white people
We identify as "people of light"

Comrade Stump @GranTorinoDSA · 16 Jun 2018
It's been three years folks.

Donald Trump Announces 2016 Presidential Campaign: 'We Are Going Make our Country Great Again'

By JOHN SANTUCCI and VERONICA STRACCHIARRI

By JOHN SANTUCCI and VERONICA STRACCHIARRI
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 13 Jun 2018
Makes ya think twitter.com/captain_guard/...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
LatterDaySaint Nana @slc_saint · 13 Jun 2018
New Site: Wonderful resource for #ReligiousFreedom for all people. dld.bz/eXu8e #mormon #lds

Although differences of belief are lines between us...

...we shouldn't add prickly barbs to hurt one another.

#ReligiousFreedom

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson 📚 @PrisonPlanet · 12 Jun 2018
Couldn’t resist.

God bless the patriarchy.
Julian Svendsen @JulianSvendsen - 10 Jun 2018
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
Do you support our POTUS? (Retweet after voting!)

47% Yes
53% No

31,888 votes • Final results

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump - 10 Jun 2018
Why should I, as President of the United States, allow countries to continue to make Massive Trade Surpluses, as they have for decades, while our Farmers, Workers & Taxpayers have such a big and unfair price to pay? Not fair to the PEOPLE of America! $800 Billion Trade Deficit...

Schmitty @schmittychan - 10 Jun 2018

"I HATE THE WORD HOMOPHOBIA. IT'S NOT A PHobia WHY WOULD I BE SCARED OF A FAGGOT?"

—Millie Bobby Brown

Avaqtaloo @NBDruid - 28 May 2018

File: sothingisviolent.jpg (270 KB, 716x768)

SO BANE - AND THAT'S THE BLOODY THING ABOUT BANE - HE REPRESENTS CHAOS, IN FACT, HE'S AN AGENT OF CHAOS, AND IN CONTRAST, WE HAVE CIA, WHO REPRESENTS ORDER, ROUGHLY SPEAKING, BUT CIA, IN HIS BITTER RESENTMENT, IN HIS-HIS POSTMODERN CULTURAL MARXIST IDEOLOGY, HE TRIES TO TAME THE CHAOS, AND THAT'S A BATED MAN, IT'S LIKE IT'S LIKE IF YOU TRIED TAMING FIRE, IT'S JUST GOING TO LEAVE YOU BURNED. BUT CIA, HE TRIES ANYWAY, MOTIVATED BY A LUST FOR POWER - AND IT'S LIKE - GOD IT'S SO BAD - IT'S LIKE YOU'RE NOT A BIG GUY YOU'RE NOT A BIG GUY, AND NO POSTMODERN RATIONALIZATION WILL CHANGE THAT. THE EVIDENCE IN CLEAR, THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE IS EXPLICIT ON THIS MATTER. AND SPEAKING OF TAMING FIRE - WHAT HAPPENS BY THE END OF DA'S EXPERIMENT? THE FIRE IS NOT TAMING, IT'S THE GUY THAT'S ACTUALLY BURNING, NOT THE FIRE.
Comrade Stump @GranTorinoDSA · 13 May 2018
Shut the fuck up Mormon

Mitt Romney @MittRomney
Robert Jeffress says "you can’t be saved by being a Jew," and "Mormonism is a heresy from the pit of hell." He’s said the same about Islam. Such a religious bigot should not be giving the prayer that opens the United States Embassy in Jerusalem.

SillyFunnyReposting @harharstrips · 24 Nov 2017

SillyFunnyReposting @harharstrips · 22 Feb 2018
Snow gondola
Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Orwell & Goode @OrwellNGoode · 9 May 2018
What a good doggo!

Dog sees students buying food and so uses leaves to get food too

From repeatedly observing the students giving money and getting food, the dog started to offer tree leaves to the coffee cashiers.

28/04/2018 13:50

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 11 May 2018

'Pedes who think Trump is in the running for Nobel Peace prize are in denial of the depth of the Meta-Cult which every Nobel commissioner belongs to. They'll give the prize to Kim Jong before they give it to Trump

Faces of Ancient Europe @AncientEurope · 9 May 2018

Warlords and Epic Heroes: The Art of Angus McBride
#Europe #Europeans #Warriors #Heroes #Warlords

youtube.be/bAJoUKmPzkK8
41 Strange @41Strange · 4 May 2018

A Skull Magnet interacts with a mass of ferrofluid. A ferrofluid is a liquid that becomes strongly magnetized in the presence of a magnetic field.

(Sculpture by California-based artist Mesplé)

Michael Szonyi @MichaelSzonyi · 8 May 2018

Interviewing a descendant of Ming soldiers near Chongqing. Are you from around here? No, we’re not local. Where are you from? From Jiangsu. When did you move here? In the 1570s
Show this thread

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Villi Wilson @Conservative_VW · 9 May 2018
Hmm ...

I guess some boys don’t want to be Girly-Boys ... 😂😂

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Sheltered Max @ARMaximum · 8 May 2018

HAS ANYONE SEEN Carolyn?

HOLD ON, I GOT THIS

AHEM ...

Christian...

Christianity isn’t White

Actually, Thursday is Thor’s Day

I like my gods buff

You’re deserted your ancestors

17 40 336
A moment of silence for paganism. @NickFuentes killed it on his stream tonight.

feeling absolutely disgusted by this article from an old national lampoon magazine. literally cannot believe there was a time when people thought this was funny. absolutely horrid. only posting this so people can see how bad things were before PC culture.
2) get puff pieces in the NYT;

3) are tenured researchers, work for hedge funds, or interview celebs;

4) put forth retread ideas from neoconservatism and 19 century liberalism.

Mordecai  McFly  @fashyScience  ·  8 May 2018
Mormonism is the largest organized religion whose primary scriptures did not originate in Asia

Faces of Ancient Europe  @AncientEurope  ·  3 May 2018
The beauty of our people is timeless. Remember where we come from!
#Beauty #People #Europe

Fourth Stage  @Fourth_stage  ·  24 Apr 2018
Divergent evolution in humans no real bro

@thealthype
@Cedarwooded
@Ev0devo
@tcjfs
@YeyoZa
@icefire99
@PredativePulse
@AudaciousEpigon
@hategraphs
@HbdNrx
@Hereditarian98
@KirkegaardEmil
Evolution theory applied to humans

Leftists

Mordecai McFly @FashyScience · 4 May 2018
The first words BBC uses to describe a serial-murdering psychopath are "peaceful protestor"
Remember and remind them of this choice whenever they choose to describe Antifa as "peaceful protesters"

web.archive.org/web/2018050417...
After seven years, President Bashar al-Assad’s government is fighting both rebel groups and the jihadists of Islamic State. The northern city of Raqqa has been a key battleground for many factions in the conflict. This is the story of how one peaceful protester there...
How the fuck does mainstream media care more about the death of an old colonizer’s wife than they care about Palestinians slaughtered by the Israeli occupation.

Hey, remember when Bush appointed the FIRST black Secretary of State & then the FIRST black female Sec of State? Libs never called GOP "racist" again!

Erin has cancelled her battle against @NickJFuentes and will not be returning to the internet anymore and had deleted her twitter. Tomorrow will be an epic revelation... holy shit....

The thot fears the knife.
Wyndham Churl @Zkylock · 18 Apr 2018
"It's great! Not a single one of 'them' in sight since their silly boycott!"

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · 19 Jan 2016
Anime—indeed, even anime porn—has done more to advance European civilization than the Republican Party.

@TheRickWilson

Bronze Age Pervert @bronzemantis · 18 Apr 2018
RT if you support a Japan with nuclear weapons and strong army! Rich country, strong army!
Show me irrefutable proof #Assad gasses his own people, and you can literally strap me to the next tomahawk you launch at him.

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump
#HandsOffSyria

Story of my life twitter.com/millennialwoes...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Comey: 'What Can I Say. I'm Just A Catty Bitch From New Jersey And I Live For Drama' trib.al/vbtoPQk

Please vote & RT

Does Israel have the right to exist?
It's not a booster seat, it's a battery pack.

**Glyphosate=Cancer**  
@blysx 9 Apr 2018

Replying to @foxandfriends

FIXED IT: Should the U.S. take action against Israel for staging a False Flag chemical attack in Syria using McCain/Clooney Al Qaeda Helmets with Israeli & Zionist deadly intentions?

71% Yes

29% No

23,940 votes • Final results

**Lauren Rose** @LaurenRoseUltra 8 Apr 2018

We just gave you $38 billion in military aid, do it yourself.

**Middle East**

ISRAELI OFFICIALS: U.S. MUST STRIKE IN SYRIA

By GIL HOFFMAN
Elena @elenaat7 7 Apr 2018
I BECAME A CATHOLIC!

Sheriff Groyper @SheriffPosts 8 Apr 2018
What a time to be alive!
Christian Culture @Christian8Pics · 6 Apr 2018
Inside Ely Cathedral in England.

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 7 Apr 2018
Seriously though what did he mean by this?

Steven Crowder @scrowder
POLL: What concerns you most about the way the media covers mass shootings and gun control?

Mordecai McFly Retweeted
Mitchell @brabakr · 7 Apr 2018
If you got excited at the fire at Tru.p tower, you thought about burning it yourself.
Exactly one year ago today since the Stockholm terror attack.

11 year old Ebba was walking home from school.

She was deaf. She couldn't hear the truck. She didn't stand a chance.

Her killer was not even supposed to be in Sweden.

Never Again
Today is in memory of Ebba 😢😢😢

orrhoulcoulter @AnnCoulter · 4 Apr 2018

“We want the state of Israel to remain a Jewish state. And this means sticking to the right migration policy.” - Israel legislator, NYT

“We want the U.S. to remain American. And this means sticking to the right migration policy.” - 63 million Trump voters

AngloNatio @AngloNatio · 31 Mar 2018

Dogs are not ‘Man’s best friend’.

They are ‘The White Man’s best friend’.

If Whites submit to their own replacement, this world will become a living hell for dogs.
**Joel Grus**  SF  @joelgrus  ·  31 Mar 2018

"You two are having a kid? That kid is going to be *so smart*"
"Why do you say that?"
"Because it will be your kid"
"So?"
"..."
"Say it"
"..."
"SAY IT"
"..."
"SAY IT!"
[defeated voice] "because secretly we all believe that IQ is real and has a significant genetic component"

74  441  2.5K

**Steve Fransen**  @SteveFranssen  ·  31 Mar 2018

This is what mind control looks like.

3.7K  102K  171K

**Mordecai**  McFly  @fashyScience  ·  31 Mar 2018

The one border separating South and Central American migrants from USA
gibsmedats = white supremacy

The three dozen borders separating South and Central American countries from each other = not white supremacy

**pj podesta**  @pjpodesta

The border was drawn by white settler colonists and is maintained to terrorize and discipline immigrant communities, all for the benefit of capital and white supremacy. The border, CBP, ICE, capitalism, white supremacy, etc. can and *will* all be undone. #EndBorderImperialism

Show this thread

**Danah Kamal**  @DanaDoOna  ·  17 Mar 2018

The Women Against Tiredness Society 😊😊👍
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 8 Dec 2017
"Muh shellfish" etc. were rules for God's chosenites. Now they only apply to those who deny the messiah. How does Jesus nullify the Tower of Babel's lesson?

Kelly Dahlman-Oeth @PastorKel
Replying to @gamer4thel0rd @IdentityEvropa and 2 others
Out of context?! It's in the Old Testament!
And "CHRIST is God of the Old Testament. REPENT."

Mordecai Mcfly Retweeted
English Russia @EnglishRussia1 · 5 Dec 2017
Things being posted on Russian twitter

notch @notch · 30 Nov 2017
It's ok to be white.
Mark Collett @MarkACollett · 20 Nov 2017

White privilege in action.

PetoSweden @PeterSweden7 · 18 Nov 2017

If true, it looks like the BBC have been caught red handed manufacturing fake news.

The BBC is allegedly behind the 4chan posts for the "Swedenistan" flag change petition, then when it failed to take off they claim 4chan is losing.

Absolutely incredible news fakery if true.
Thank you, friends from interesting places. Thank you for loving Libbie. 😞 😔

Larry The Cable Guy 🍏 @GitRDoneLarry  5 Nov 2017
CNN just fell for the old “Sam Hyde” was the shooter gag on live TV. Ugh.. somebody call them and ask if they have Prince Albert in a can.

Auti 🌸 @vapidcontent  31 Oct 2017
Ready to go pick some apples anon? I’ll lift you up so you can reach

Mordecai 🐝 McFly @fashyScience  1 Nov 2017
America has more than enough “diversity” thank you! So kindly fuck off back to your countries of origin!

NBC News 📰 @NBCNews
JUST IN: Pres. Trump says he’s terminating the diversity lottery program.

“Sounds nice, it’s not nice. It’s not good. It hasn’t been...

Mordecai 🐝 McFly @fashyScience  20 Oct 2017
Laura’s trying to goad someone into calling her a Jew
twitter.com/NaxBol/status/...
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 17 Oct 2017

Ngl when I first saw this I thought it was anon scaling the tower in France for the HWNDU flag twitter.com/BasedMonitored...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 17 Oct 2017

Couldn’t agree more, fuck niggers!

7 @WarriorFly7
I thought people were better than this especially my so called "friends"

Rigetti Computing @rigetti · 2 Oct 2017

"We are moving out of science discovery stage into engineering phase," says @vijaypande @a16z @Rigetti #quantumcomputing

Financial Times @FinancialTimes
Quantum computing rivals muster software power in new ‘arms race’ on.ft.com/2kg87fl

brans n reese @bransonreese · 19 Sep 2017

Truth Coming Out Of Her Well To Shame Mankind

Show this thread
IS coinhive a viable way to monetize a website?

Case 1: hash captchas
the only captcha that loads in a reasonable amount of time is the smallest one, 256 hashes. Takes anywhere from 10 to 60 seconds to solve. Every 256-hash captcha earns the host 4e-8 Monero. Currently there have been 750M posts on 4chan.org/b. If every one of those posts were coinhive monetized, it would have earned 4chan 30 Monero. At $93 per coin, that comes down to $2790 in the whole history of /b/.

Case 2: webpage javascript background miners
Unless you want to piss off your userbase, you need to set a high throttle rate for your webpage miner. Currently thepiratebay.org/browse has their throttle rate set to 0.9, and they probably know what they're doing. This results in a hash rate of about 2 hashes/second per user, 7200 hashes per hour per user, and 112e-8 Monero per hour per user. Lets say you have a 1 hour podcast streaming on your website. Then you need to have 9600 people listen to the full podcast in browser to earn $1.

Conclusion:
coinhive is probably not a very good way to monetize a website, at least right now. The usual ways of monetizing a website have far greater yields than this. Even simply asking your users for donations is likely to have far greater yields. At the current rate, coinhive will not enable you to recoup cost of a website, and using it might have unpredictable effects on your site's reputation to users.
Qasim Rashid, Esq. @MuslimIQ
Rohingya Muslims watch in horror as their villages burn at the behest of Myanmar’s government. /1
(Masfiqur Sohan/NurPhoto)
Show this thread

TheTruth666 @spreadtruth666 · 12 Sep 2017
Replying to @HarmlessYardDog

"We can't prove sex with children does harm."
— Patricia Hope Hewitt
British Labour Party MP

"Childhood willingly en adult result damage."

Battle Beagle @HarmlessYardDog · 12 Sep 2017
OK Fam, Send Me The Most #UncomfortableData You Can Find!

Feed Me RedPills!

Example:

Average rape convictions per 100,000 persons, per country of origin
Denmark, aggregate 2010 - 2014

Source: Danmarks Statistik
Real shitposting hours Who TF up?

After continued harassment from the police, Tommy Robinson has decided to wear a disguise that will guarantee him immunity from prosecution.

Fixed it. Antifa aren’t fascists. They are Bolshevik communists. Retweet if you agree.
Richard Vigerie @RichardViguerie · 25 Aug 2017
Nothing like a little grave desecration to make a liberal feel good.

RAMZPAUL @ramzpaun · 21 Aug 2017
Looks like we found our Nazi flag guy.

The truth is a hard thing to swallow. Here we see a Nazi Flag bearer attending a leftist parade.

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 21 Aug 2017
When you go from whey to soy protein shakes.
Alt-Left

Mordecai Mcfly Retweeted

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump - 17 Aug 2017
Sad to see the history and culture of our great country being ripped apart with the removal of our beautiful statues and monuments. You....

44K 30K 123K

Mordecai Mcfly Retweeted

RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul - 18 Aug 2017
Yesterday my 9 year old saw some footage of the Jewish reaction. Then she asked me if there would be another Red terror.

Peter Beinart @PeterBeinart
Yesterday my 9 year old saw some footage from Charlottesville. Then she asked me if there would be a second Holocaust.

52 160 375

Mordecai Mcfly Retweeted

Boca Vista @bocavista2016 - 17 Aug 2017
DEAR GOP COWARDS

THIS is COURAGE

This is what YOU lack

This is why we're voting your asses out

twitter.com/DefendingtheUS...
I Voted for Trump

155 2.0K 2.9K

Mordecai Mcfly Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer - 17 Aug 2017
Big if true.

Kyle Chapman 1 hr · Daly City, CA

FROM A CHARLOTTESVILLE COPS OWN WORDS:
A Charlottesville police officer has come forward to express his anger at being told to “stand down” by the city mayor during violent clashes between protestors. He also claims the protests, which pitched “Unite The Right goer’s” against members of Antifa, were “set up” to further the agenda of the elites.

“We [Charlottesville police] were ordered to bring the rival groups together. As soon as they were in contact with each other, we were told to stand down. It was outrageous. We weren’t allowed to arrest anyone without asking the mayor first. We weren’t even allowed to stop the driver as he sped away.”

“The event was being set up as far back as at least May and...
it went like clockwork.”
Michael Signer, the mayor of Charlottesville, ordered police to stand down during the most chaotic and destructive period of the protests – despite police protests against the orders.
“We wanted to do our job and keep the peace. But those...

Richard Dawkins 🌍 @RichardDawkins · 16 Aug 2017
Holocaust. Both sides to blame: Jews for being Jews and Nazis for killing them.

Skrt Vonnegut @Bel_Biv_Devos · 14 Aug 2017
Replying to @totallyNOTtrio
Looks good to me! - Baked Alaska

triog @totallyNOTtrio · 12 Aug 2017
Lauren Southern: hey come over
Me: Sorry, I can't. I'm peacefully assembling
Lauren: my sister is home
Me:
This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

NBC News 🌍 @NBCNews · 13 Aug 2017
Unite the Right rally organizer Jason Kessler was chased away by protesters during a press conference in Charlottesville
Oliver @Valkyrie_Sister · 9 Aug 2017
The @ACLUVA is representing our interests. What a timeline to be alive in!

NBC29 @NBC29
#BREAKING: @ACLUVA confirms to @MattTalhelm they are representing #UniteTheRight rally organizer Jason Kessler. Here's response to city:

White Motivation @WhiteMotivation · 23 Feb 2017
Wanting to only date your own race is 100% natural, logical, and healthy. Don’t let vile cultural Marxists guilt trip you. #ThursdayThoughts
Alice Teller @AliceTeller · 4 Jul 2017
If you don't believe in the right to secede exactly what are you celebrating today?

Mark @markantro · 4 Jun 2017
CNN creating the narrative #FakeNews

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · 4 Jun 2017
We must stop being politically correct and get down to the business of security for our people. If we don't get smart it will only get worse

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · 4 Jun 2017
At least 7 dead and 48 wounded in terror attack and Mayor of London says there is "no reason to be alarmed!"

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · 4 Jun 2017
Do you notice we are not having a gun debate right now? That's because they used knives and a truck!

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 30 May 2017
Hey look Uncuck The Right is back in town twitter.com/W8mck1492/stat...
This guy's a friggin hero #Istandwithmatt

A statement regarding today.

RUSSIAN NATIONALISM
#slavright

The Darwin Digest is now also available on YouTube! You can find it at

Why the fuck are we funding these Marxist indoctrination centers? Most of them need to be burned to the ground

A large group of students just walked out of Notre Dame's commencement during VP Mike Pence's address. #ND2017
Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Tulsi Gabbard @TulsiGabbard · 20 May 2017

POTUS $460B Saudi arms deal only prolongs & complicates our fight against terrorism - ensuring another decade of unjust wars in the MidEast

254 2.6K 4.2K

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

Partisangirl @Partisangirl · 20 May 2017

Maybe they just want Assange to leave the embassy so they can off him.

WikiLeaks @wikileaks

BREAKING: Sweden has dropped its case against Julian Assange and will revoke its arrest warrant

Background: twitter.com/wikileaks/stat...

24 58 122

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

AMERIOPA @AMERIOPA · 21 May 2017

The rainbow, the windmill and love.

#nationalism

5 17

Mordecai McFly Retweeted

@viss · 20 May 2017

Replying to @danbarker

these are the culprits.

By Lydia Willgress and Peter Walker

15 MAY 2017 · 4:49 PM

19 306 968

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 15 Apr 2017

Replying to @CGSkeelington @Common_Filth

Imma let you in on a little secret, fam: a lot of my family not only voted for Hillary,
but they also LIKE JEWS A LOT

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 7 Apr 2017

THE MYTH OF "CONSENSUAL" AIRSTRIKES

I CONSENT

I CONSENT

ISN'T THERE SOMEONE YOU FORGOT TO ASK?

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 11 Mar 2017

Replying to @sothenkatiesays @evan_mcmullin
The policy of putting Hillary Clinton in the white house

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 28 Jan 2017

Start a chant: "Build the wall; build it tall; Donald Trump will save us all"

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 27 Jan 2017

A couple of chicks really did it on their own? There wasn't a man or a ((( ))) behind them?

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 27 Jan 2017

Well whose fault was that one?

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 29 Dec 2016

Replying to @_stfu123 @itsrolly @mitchellvii
If any other race were disappearing from the Earth they'd be crying too and whites would cry for them; look at Tibet

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 27 Dec 2016

LOL you are such a poser, they are both elite schools, and UVA is arguably more well known
Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 16 Dec 2016
Replying to @SPInsurgent @SeventhSonTRS and 2 others
Wow it really doesn't get any more Jewish than that, does it?

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 8 Sep 2016
A nice turd in the (((stock market!))) punchbowl will teach those shvartzas to think for themselves!

Philippines President’s Obama insult just cost his country millions …
Losses in Philippine stocks are accelerating as foreigners keep pulling money from Asia’s most expensive market, amid speculation that the ou...
independent.co.uk

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 21 Jun 2016
Replying to @deseretindepth
All Muslims have to go back.

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 21 May 2016
I wonder how many of these #Amren banquet tables are arguing about WWII at this moment

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 3 May 2016
@TheeCurrentYear @DLoesch Maybe they should stop being cuckservatives

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 12 Apr 2016
@TheeCurrentYear @SooperMexican I’ll assume that massive forehead is an unfortunate photographic artifact

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 18 Mar 2016
@TheeCurrentYear Good maybe she’ll get her shit straight

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 18 Mar 2016
Replying to @agreeandamp
@angreeandamp Some BLM bodies are gonna get the wood shampoo

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 17 Mar 2016
Replying to @A7EXIS
@shxym #WhyWomenShouldNotVote

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 11 Mar 2016
@immigrant4trump Typical Democrat behavior they wuz good boys

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 9 Mar 2016
@VBJajes, I hope someone makes the protesters ashamed of the cultural and financial damage they've done foxsports.com/college-footba...

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 8 Mar 2016
Replying to @JordynImhoff
@jordyn_lynn7 Your boyfriend is a saint. Make America Great Again

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 4 Mar 2016
@dianamoon124 @realDonaldTrump why would desperate and vulgar attacks from establishment hacks make us love Trump any less?

Mordecai McFly @fashyScience · 26 Feb 2016
Replying to @Jakehm1999
@jakematt1999 What a low-energy argument